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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features a Chinese satellite docking with a defunct
satellite to alter its geostationary orbit, new research suggesting deep learning will face

a slowdown in its ability to consume computing power, developments in managing
swarms of robots for military applications, the US SEC’s approval of a stock exchange

that incorporates blockchain technology, NASA’s plans to retire the ISS, China’s AI
system that monitors and cares for embryos in an artificial womb, ultrathin materials to

build miniature superconducting qubits, and laparoscopic surgery by a robot.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS:
→ In a speech on Monday January 31 FBI Director Chris Wray described the threat from
China as “more brazen, more damaging than ever before” and called for a whole of
nation approach to the challenge. In his speech, Wray highlighted that Beijing writes strategic
plans to identify key technologies - the keys to economic success in the coming century -
spanning from robotics, green technology, aerospace, biopharma, etc. And then they throw
every tool in their arsenal at stealing that technology to succeed in those areas. He also
highlighted the role cyberspace plays in this theft, as China is extremely sophisticated and
capable of stealing terabytes of data from hundreds of companies in a single campaign. He also
noted the Chinese government makes strategic investments and partnerships to position their
proxies to take valuable technology. Director Wray’s speech, at the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Library and Museum, echoes a series of speeches from senior government
officials over the summer of 2020 (including his own at a think tank in Washington DC) which
all emphasized China’s human rights abuses, made sure to criticize the government & CCP
rather than the Chinese people, and emphasized Beijing’s unwillingness to play fair as great
power competition for technological leadership takes off. The other three speeches from the
Trump Administration included former Secretary Mike Pompeo’s at the Nixon Presidential
Library, former Attorney General Bill Barr’s at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum, and
former National Security Advisor Robert O'brien’s at the site of a new chip manufacturing plant
in Arizona. #USA #CHN #Geopolitics #Cybersecurity #SCRM #CHP FBI

→ The growing gap between domestic supply and demand for sophisticated chips in the
US could cause new shortages, price dislocations, and increased dependence on foreign
manufacturers in the coming years. According to Forbes’ calculations: US capacity to
manufacture strategically vital leading-edge semiconductors, if left unaddressed, will stand at
just 14% of global capacity by the end of the decade, while US demand for leading edge chips
will account for 24% of global consumption over the same period. Staying on the leading edge
of semiconductors is essential for advancement of technologies that will fuel the country’s future
economic growth and competitiveness. A Forbes op/ed argues that efforts like the CHIPS Act in
addition to Intel’s and TSMC’s efforts to invest billions in US chip production are laudable but
insufficient to achieve systemic changes required to support future growth in American demand
for sophisticated chips. They instead suggest the US work to build a domestic semiconductor
ecosystem, comparing it to the building of Silicon Valley, by: seeding the ecosystem, converting
existing chip foundries into leading edge production facilities, funding an American R&D chip
fabrication lab, building a multinational semiconductor alliance, promoting STEM, and prioritizing
resilience. #USA #TWN #CHN #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics Forbes
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DIGITALIZATION
→ Recent deals give video game makers additional ways to compete against each other
by acquiring content they could offer exclusively to their customers at launch. Sony is
buying video game developer Bungie, the studio that created the Halo and Destiny franchises,
in a deal valued at $3.6B. Just a few weeks before Microsoft also announced that it is buying
videogame company Activision Blizzard in an all-cash deal valued at ~$75B. In addition to
Sony’s deal for Bungie and Microsoft’s deal for Activision, Take-Two Interactive Software in
January had agreed to acquire mobile game maker Zynga for $11B. The activity comes after
M&A deals within the game industry at large nearly tripled to $26.2B in 2021 from $8.9B in
2020, according to data from PitchBook. Last year, global consumer spending on game
software rose 1.4% to about $180.3B, according to industry tracker Newzoo BV. In 2020, such
spending jumped about 23% from the previous year, as the pandemic’s social-distancing
restrictions prompted people to turn to online entertainment, according to the analytics firm.
#DIG #USA WSJ

→ Meta is bringing its 3D avatars to Instagram and rolling out updated avatars to
Facebook and Messenger, the company announced on Monday, January 31. Users in the
US, Canada, and Mexico can now show up as their virtual selves in stickers, feed posts, and
Facebook profile pictures, among other methods. Meta is also improving the look of avatars by
adjusting certain facial shapes to make them appear more authentic. The company plans to add
more items to the avatar editor. With the new update, users can bring the same avatar across all
Meta platforms, including VR. Any changes users make to their avatar on Facebook and
Messenger will automatically appear on Instagram as well, and vice versa. Users still have the
option to create different avatars for different platforms, but Meta’s goal is to make it easier for
users to move their avatars from place to place. #DIG #USA #CAN #MEX TechCrunch Cnet

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ China’s Shijian-21 space debris mitigation satellite has docked with a defunct Chinese
satellite to alter its geostationary orbit, demonstrating capabilities only previously
exhibited by the US. Data and tracking from space monitoring firms show that Shijian-21 has
been conducting sophisticated rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) with other objects in
and around the geostationary orbit belt since its launch in October of last year. This activity
culminated on January 22 with Shijian-21 docking with the defunct Beidou-2 G2 navigation
satellite and towing it above the crowded belt of geostationary orbit. Shijian-21 undocked from
Beidou-2 G2 on January 26, leaving the defunct satellite in a disposal orbit before returning to
GEO. According to experts, the activity could represent China’s effort to clean up its own space
debris. Alternatively, it could indicate that China is developing an on-orbit offensive capability.
Developing space debris removal technology and on-orbit servicing can be used to prolong the
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lives of satellites, but the same activity could also be used for military means to disable or
otherwise interfere with a satellite. #SAT #CHN #USA Space News

→ CACI will deliver 40 optical communications terminals for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency’s Blackjack satellites. The terminals are being produced under a
$16.3M DARPA contract awarded in 2020 to SA Photonics, a California-based company that
CACI acquired late last year for $275M. CACI, a large defense contractor based in Reston,
Virginia, makes advanced laser communications systems for NASA and intelligence agencies
and bought SA Photonics to pursue military and commercial markets for small, lower-cost
optical terminals. The first batch of DARPA’s terminals will be delivered this summer so they can
be integrated with the Blackjack satellite buses made by Blue Canyon Technologies (which was
acquired by Raytheon Intelligence & Space in December 2020) and be ready to launch this fall.
Blackjack is an experiment to demonstrate the capabilities of small satellites in LEO for military
communications, missile warning, and navigation. Successful performance of the terminals in
the Blackjack program will position the company to compete for much larger orders for the
Space Development Agency’s Transport Layer, according to CACI. #SAT #USA Space News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Research by the Center for Security and Emerging Technologies suggests that deep
learning will soon face a slowdown in its ability to consume computing power. The center
argues that this is because training is expensive, there is a limited supply of AI chips, and
training extremely large models generates traffic jams across many processors that are difficult
to manage. Experts may not agree about which of these is the most pressing, but it is almost
certain that they cannot all be managed enough to maintain the last decade’s rate of growth in
computing. CSET offers the following recommendations for policymakers:

● If continued AI advancement relies increasingly on improved algorithms and hardware
designs, then policy should focus on attracting, developing, and retaining more
talented researchers rather than outspending rivals on computing power.

● Institutions such as the National AI Research Resource should not view computing
power alone as the primary way to support AI researchers. These institutions should also
invest in providing researchers with the skills to innovate with contemporary AI
algorithms and to manage modern AI infrastructure, or should actively promote
interdisciplinary work between the AI field and other subfields of computer science.

● Take steps to ensure that researchers with small or moderate budgets can
effectively contribute to the AI research field. Concentrating state-of-the-art
technologies among the small number of research centers possessing extremely large
compute budgets risks creating oligopolistic markets and shrinking the talent pool and
opportunities for researchers.
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#AI #USA CSET

→ Last November, as part of DARPA’s OFFensive Swarm-Enabled Tactics (OFFSET)
program, a single human-directed a swarm of 130 robots. The swarm included uncrewed
planes, quadcopters, and ground vehicles. It scouted the mock buildings of the Cassidy Range
Complex at Fort Campbell, Tennessee, creating and sharing information visible to the human
operator and others on the network. With the headset on, the operator was able to assign the
swarm missions and see what it had already scouted while the swarm AI, receiving orders and
processing sensor information, was the intermediary between human control and the movement
of the robots. The six types of robots reported telemetry information to each other, letting the
swarm know where each part of the whole was in space. That shared information let the swarm
collaborate on flight paths in real-time, moving pieces into place as needed while avoiding
collision. If the experiment can be replicated outside the controlled settings of a test
environment, it suggests that managing swarms in war could be as easy as point and click for
operators in the field. #AI #AUT #USA Popular Science

→ The intelligence community has a tool that allows English-speaking users to search
through foreign language text and speech for information. The new tool was developed by
Raytheon BBN Technologies in partnership with the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects
Activity (IARPA) – an organization within the Office of the Director of National Intelligence that
develops technologies to solve some of the intelligence community’s hardest problems. After
users enter a search query in English, the program looks through foreign language documents
and recordings to find relevant results, translating those phrases into English before presenting
results back to the user. The company claims its system allows operators to search foreign
documents, find results, and understand their context and meaning without having to speak the
language, according to a January 31 announcement. The solution is part of IARPA’s Machine
Translation for English Retrieval of Information in Any Language, or MATERIAL, program,
launched in 2017. #AI #USA C4ISRNet
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NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ The US FCC on Thursday, January 27 voted to revoke the authorization for China
Unicom's US unit to operate in the US, citing national security concerns. The 4-0 vote to
revoke the authority that had been granted in 2002 is the latest move by the American regulator
to bar Chinese telecommunications carriers from the US because of national security concerns.
The order requires China Unicom Americas to end domestic interstate and international
telecommunications services in the United States within 60 days of the order's publication.
According to the FCC, China Unicom Americas is ultimately owned and controlled by the
Chinese government. It provides mobile virtual network operator services and international
private leased circuit and Ethernet private line services along with IP transit, cloud, and resold
services in the US. #5G #USA #CHN Reuters

→ Huawei has initiated arbitration proceedings against Sweden under the World Bank
Group after the country banned the Chinese tech giant from rolling out its 5G products.
Sweden’s decision significantly harmed Huawei’s investment in the country and the decision
violated Sweden’s international obligations, according to Huawei. The company had therefore
initiated arbitration proceedings under the World Bank Group’s International Center for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Huawei did not specify what damages it was
seeking, but according to public broadcaster SVT, the initial sum sought was $550M. Following
the UK in mid-2020, Sweden became the second country in Europe and the first in the
European Union to explicitly ban network operators from using Huawei equipment in the
build-up of the infrastructure needed to run its 5G network. Sweden also ordered Huawei to
remove already installed equipment by January 1, 2025. The ban has damaged relations
between Sweden and China. Beijing warned that the decision could have "consequences" for
Swedish companies operating in China. #5G #CHN #SWE SCMP Euronews

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ The US SEC on Thursday, January 27 approved the country's 17th stock exchange, a
subsidiary of Boston-based BOX Exchange, which will incorporate blockchain
technology. The new exchange, named BSTX, aims to launch in the second quarter. It will
initially trade securities, such as stocks or exchange-traded funds, first listed on its exchange,
but those securities would be tradable on rival bourses. BSTX ultimately aims to expand trading
to all U.S. stocks and potentially tokenized securities, according to Fraser. In addition to
traditional pricing data feeds, BSTX plans to offer a market data feed that will operate on a
private blockchain. That feed will allow exchange members to see their own activity, as well as
the activity of other BSTX participants on an anonymized, delayed basis, the exchange filing
said. The exchange will also give members the option to settle trades as quickly as the same
day, as opposed to the current two-day standard settlement time, which would free up cash
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counterparties have to pledge against trades while also reducing the risk of either party
defaulting. #FIN #USA Reuters

→ Russian authorities have drawn up a ‘road map' that envisages restrictions on
cryptocurrencies but not a complete ban on trading and mining as advocated by the
central bank. A working group's proposal would allow for the buying and selling of
cryptocurrencies to be provided exclusively by Russian banking organizations. It proposes
creating procedures to block foreign crypto exchanges from offering services to users in Russia
but suggests foreign platforms could obtain licenses to operate in the country. According to the
Digital Ministry, a ban on cryptocurrencies would dramatically slow the pace of the IT industry's
development. The Digital Ministry pointed to Russia’s numerous cryptocurrency projects and
called for the road map's swift approval. Separately, as we previously reported, Russia plans to
test a digital rouble this year to facilitate payments for individuals and businesses and try to
make its currency more global in the face of Western sanctions. #FIN #RUS Reuters Euronews

→ A lawsuit targeting Ripple Labs is testing the cryptocurrency sector’s complaints that
Washington has gone too far in cracking down on its unregulated products. According to
the SEC, Ripple illegally raised almost $1.4B by selling its digital coin XRP in violation of
investor-protection rules, while its co-founder and chief executive, whom it also sued, reaped
hundreds of millions of dollars in trading gains. The company stated XRP is used for making
international payments and isn’t an investment to be overseen by the SEC. Some XRP sales
occurred before the SEC first said in 2017 that many cryptocurrencies should follow laws written
to shield investors from fraud and misleading hype. Despite the SEC’s 2017 guidance,
thousands of digital coins have been sold without regulatory oversight. The SEC has brought
enforcement actions against 56 token issuers, according to Cornerstone Research, but almost
all settled with the SEC without going to court. An SEC win would boost its case to impose
investor protections on most of the $2T crypto market, while a loss would reinforce the industry’s
call for Congress to write clearer and more suitable laws. #FIN #USA WSJ

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ NASA will be retiring the International Space Station (ISS) at the end of 2030 by
crashing it into the Pacific Ocean. NASA published the ISS Transition Plan which detailed the
decades of work the space station has accomplished while also explaining how the ISS will
draw down its operations. By the end of 2030, the ISS will dive into the South Pacific Ocean, in
a spot known as Point Nemo. Point Nemo is the point in the ocean that is farthest from land,
approximately 3k miles off New Zealand’s eastern coast and 2k miles north of Antarctica. Over
263 pieces of space debris have been sunk there since 1971 by the U.S., Russia, Japan, and
European states. NASA intends to transition the ISS into the hands of commercial space
partners, working with a multitude of commercial space companies to make sure the new ISS
will be suitable for potential government and private sector needs. Axiom Space, Blue Origin,
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Nanoracks, and Northrop Grumman are among the commercial companies working with NASA
to ensure a smooth transition of the ISS. #AER #USA #RUS #JPN The Hill

→ Last week, the State Council – China’s top executive body – released a white paper
laying out the recent successes and goals for the period between 2021 and 2025 as part
of the nation’s five-year development plan. Among the goals for China’s future are:

● Upgrade the spacecraft it uses and advance research into reusable rockets.
● Develop new satellites for functions such as carbon monitoring in the atmosphere and

conduct research for the next generation of Beidou – China’s global navigation system
made of a network of satellites.

● Launch its own space telescope called Xuntian and complete its own space station.
● Focus on building new technologies such as the autonomous management of a

spacecraft and methods to clean up space debris.
China plans to continue research and planning for a crewed lunar landing and develop new
spacecraft for such missions. According to the plan, China wants to work with other countries to
build a research station on the moon. Scientists also want to complete research on obtaining
samples from Mars and lay the foundation for exploring Jupiter. China intends to send a crewed
mission to Mars in 2033 and build a base there. #AER #CHN CNBC Reuters

→ For the first time, a manmade object will accidentally crash into the Moon as a SpaceX
rocket is set to collide with the lunar surface next month, likely adding a new crater. A
school bus-sized piece of space junk from a rocket launch in 2015 is set to crash into the Moon
on March 4 at 5,600 mph, and will be completely destroyed by the impact. In the past, NASA
has conducted missions to crash objects into the Moon intentionally to observe the scientific
effects and this collision could lead to some scientific discovery as well. The pending rocket
crash has also added to the conversation about how to handle the amount of space junk floating
around. The DoD is currently tracking upwards of 27,000 pieces of space junk and some
experts say we won’t be able to launch anything new in 50 years because there will be too
much debris. #AER #USA NPR

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ While China continues to reject the world's most effective mRNA vaccines, Chinese
vaccine producer Walvax Biotech works to develop its own vaccines. China relies on
traditional, inactivated vaccines, which are less effective against Omicron, analysts say. On
January 24, Walvax Biotech published Phase I clinical data on China’s first homegrown mRNA
vaccine showing that the vaccine induced an immune response. According to a Bloomberg
analyst: Walvax data suggests that unless dosing is extremely precise, it may not provide more
protection than actually contracting COVID-19. Walvax reports it is currently conducting Phase
III clinical trials for its vaccine in Mexico and Indonesia, but is facing obstacles with the shortage
of unvaccinated volunteers. Hong Kong’s European Chamber of Commerce expects that China
may only feel confident in opening its borders once citizens can get boosted with more effective
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mRNA vaccines. The process of vaccinating citizens with mRNA shots may take up to two
years, with China and Hong Kong potentially remaining closed until the spring of 2024. #BIO
#CHN Fortune Bloomberg

→ Chinese researchers have created an AI system that can monitor and care for embryos
as they develop into fetuses in an artificial womb environment. Researchers in Suzhou
state that this technology could eliminate the need for a woman to carry her baby, allowing the
fetus to grow more safely and efficiently outside her body. The artificial womb, or “long-term
embryo culture device”, is a container where they have mouse embryos growing in a line of
cubes filled with nutritious fluids.

AI technology helps the machine detect the smallest signs of change on the embryos and
fine-tune the carbon dioxide, nutrition and environmental inputs. Furthermore, the system can
rank the embryos by health and development potential. The researchers add that this
technology would “provide a theoretical basis for solving birth defects and other major
reproductive health problems”, which comes as China continues to face a sharp decline in birth
rates. #BIO #AI #CHN SCMP

→ Scientists make a breakthrough in regenerative medicine by   using a “drug cocktail” to
regrow frogs' legs. Researchers from Harvard and Tufts University published a study to
examine whether limbs could be regenerated on African clawed frogs with amputated legs.
Scientists created a five-drug-cocktail silicone cap, containing drugs meant to help the growth of
blood vessels, muscles and nerve fibers. The caps, which the scientists call BioDomes, were left
in place for 24 hours before being removed. Over the next 18 months, the frogs showed
increased bone regeneration and nerve and muscle development compared with their untreated
counterparts. Ultimately, the treated frogs grew appendages with new knee joints and several
boneless toes—not fully formed legs but good enough for the frogs to swim with. The
researchers' next step is to test the method on mammals, which could potentially lead to human
regeneration. #BIO #USA WSJ SCMP

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
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→ In China, EVs don't hold onto their value as well as conventional vehicles. This is due
to the unpredictable way their batteries degrade and because China's early subsidy regime has
led carmakers to price models higher than they were likely worth. There is no easily accessible
data or commonly accepted standard for valuing the quality of used batteries. It is questionable
whether a third-party evaluation of an EV battery is precise because battery performance can be
easily affected by the environment. In 2010 China started offering subsidies to manufacturers of
new energy vehicles. Because the size of the subsidy could not exceed 60% of its sticker price
under government rules, automakers had an incentive to price vehicles higher than they
otherwise might have. They could then secure a larger subsidy, allowing them to offer their
customers a bigger discount. Such circumstances have caused companies to resort to costly
and unsustainable buyback programs. And 2022 will be the last year of subsidies for new
energy vehicles, which forces Chinese EV-makers onto a level playing field with their
conventionally powered competitors. Customers' awareness of depreciation has the potential to
undermine both the popularity of EVs and the prices that companies can charge for them.
#GRN #CHN Nikkei Asia

→ Cities that adopt roadside emissions sensors to detect high polluting vehicles,
together with an enforcement program to inspect and repair these vehicles, could
significantly improve urban air quality, according to new research. Researchers from the
University of Technology Sydney (UTS) partnered with the Hong Kong Environmental Protection
Department (HKEPD) and the Hong Kong Vocational Training Council to evaluate the accuracy
and effectiveness of Hong Kong's remote sensing enforcement program. They examined data
which included around 2.9M vehicle counts from over 150 monitoring sites. In total, 16,365
high-emitting LPG and petrol vehicles were identified by remote sensing and issued with
emission test notices. Among them, 96.3% of the high emitters were successfully repaired and
subsequently passed the Hong Kong Transient Emission Test (HKTET). The research,
published in the journal Science Advances, found that Hong Kong's remote sensing
enforcement program led to a significant and continuing reduction in the level of harmful
chemicals at the roadside and in the wider atmospheric environment. The researchers estimate
that total hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitric oxide can be reduced by 22%, 47%, and
39% respectively when all high-emitters are repaired. #GRN #HKG #AUS Phys.org

→ The environmental technology market is on course for intense growth through 2026.
Growth is projected across different verticals such as power, energy & utilities, manufacturing,
retail & consumer goods, construction & building materials, government & defense, oil & gas,
and others. A report from MarketsAndMarkets projected that the environmental technology
market was estimated at $552.1B in 2021 and is projected to reach $690.3B by 2026. By
application, the energy source for power generation & fuel segment is projected to lead the
market during the forecast period due to the growing demand for renewable energy
technologies. Electricity generation using renewable sources such as wind energy, solar energy,
and geothermal energy is gaining momentum in all the sectors, including commercial and
industrial, globally. #GRN Benzinga
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ MIT researchers used ultrathin materials to build superconducting qubits that are at
least one-hundredth the size of conventional designs and suffer from less interference
between neighboring qubits. This advance could improve the performance of quantum
computers and enable the development of smaller quantum devices. The research
demonstrates that hexagonal boron nitride, a material consisting of only a few monolayers of
atoms, can be stacked to form the insulator in the capacitors on a superconducting qubit. This
defect-free material enables capacitors that are much smaller than those typically used in a
qubit, which shrinks its footprint without significantly sacrificing performance. In addition, the
research shows that the structure of these smaller capacitors should reduce cross-talk, which
occurs when one qubit unintentionally affects surrounding qubits. In the future, the researchers
want to use this method to build many qubits on a chip to verify that their technique reduces
cross-talk. They also want to improve the performance of the qubit by fine-tuning the fabrication
process, or potentially building the entire qubit out of 2D materials. #MFG #QNT #CHP #USA
The Quantum Insider

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ For the first time, a robot performed laparoscopic surgery without the assistance of a
human. The Smart Tissue Autonomous Robot (STAR) was designed by a team of Johns
Hopkins University researchers to improve results in intricate surgeries. According to experts,
the STAR performed the procedure in four animals, producing significantly better results than
humans performing the same procedure. The robot performed an intestinal anastomosis on a
pig, a technique that requires a high level of precision and repetitive movements. The STAR has
a novel control system that allows it to make real-time adjustments to the surgical plan, like a
human surgeon. Moreover, the STAR is guided by a 3D endoscope based on structural light and
a machine learning-based tracking system. The team anticipates advancements such as this
will lead to a more democratized surgical approach to patient care, with more predictable and
consistent patient results. #AUT #BIO #USA Science Daily

→ DHL Supply Chain is investing $15M in autonomous robots to further automate
warehouses in North America. Boston Dynamics will deliver a fleet of Stretch robots to
multiple DHL warehouses throughout North America over the next three years. Dynamics’
Stretch robot will tackle the unloading of boxes from trucks at select DHL facilities. The Stretch
robot is equipped with an omnidirectional mobile base, custom-designed lightweight arm and a
smart gripper with advanced sensing and controls that can handle a large variety of box types
and sizes. Stretch uses the Pick vision system for robotic depalletizing, which includes
high-resolution 2D and 3D vision as well as machine learning algorithms. The first Stretch units
will be deployed in DHL warehouses beginning this spring. DHL plans to gradually scale Boston
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Dynamics’ robots for additional tasks and across multiple facilities in phases over the next few
years. #AUT #MFG #SCRM #USA Automotive Logistics The Robot Report

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ The US House of Representatives will take up a bill next week aimed at improving
competition with China and supporting the US semiconductor industry. The “America
COMPETES Act of 2022” includes $52B to increase US semiconductor production. The bill also
authorizes $45B to support supply chain resilience and manufacturing of critical goods,
industrial equipment, and manufacturing technology. The bill addresses some of the most
pressing economic issues facing the Biden administration, including the global shortage of
semiconductor chips and supply chain disruptions. Additionally, the bill includes a number of
trade provisions and would impose additional sanctions on China for what the US says are
human rights abuses against Uyghurs and other Muslim minority groups in the Xinjiang region.
The House bill also reauthorizes and revises Trade Adjustment Assistance programs, which
assist people whose jobs or wages are harmed by imports. #CHP #SCRM #MFG #Geopolitics
#USA #CHN Reuters CNN

→ The European Chips Act is expected to promote microchip development and mobilize
funding comparable to US semiconductor legislation. The EU legislation is proposed to
strengthen the bloc’s position in the global semiconductor industry through funding and other
support for research and investment. While EU companies and institutes lead in microchip
research and specialized machines for production of semiconductors, they lag behind Asian and
US companies in manufacturing final chips.The European Chips Act highlights the EU’s efforts
in semiconductor self-sufficiency. Another reason that the EU is pushing for chip legislation is
due to the ongoing microchip shortages and supply chain issues. However, Europe lacks
semiconductor giants like Intel and TSMC, which produce chips for the industry's biggest
segments, such as data centers, smartphones, and laptops. The European Chips Act is unlikely
to make Europe self-sufficient or a leader in every area, but would give it better leverage in
negotiations with other big players. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #EUR #USA #CHN #TWN WSJ

→ Researchers at CNAS developed a game to gain insights about the dynamics of the
US-China strategic semiconductor competition and Taiwan's crucial role in it. CNAS
conducted a virtual strategy game; The Chips Are Down, in April 2021 to better understand how
China could attempt to influence and exert control over Taiwan’s semiconductor industry while
remaining on the verge of conflict and its ramifications for strategic competition with the US. The
game mirrored contemporary real-world scenarios, such as competition over Taiwan’s
semiconductor sector, US-China competition for influence, supply chain issues, and a global
chip shortage. Some key insights from the game include:

● Taiwan's position is the culmination of the ultimate techno-nationalist strategy: the
"silicon shield", which combines technological prowess with national survival.
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● The struggle for semiconductors has become ground zero of US-China technology
competition, as US policy makers have cited semiconductor supply issues critically
important to US national security.

● The differences in the US and Taiwan’s semiconductor objectives illustrates a lack of
alignment and complicated coordination on semiconductor-related issues.

● Taiwan's geopolitical significance cannot be understated; it is a distillation of the US and
China's technological, political, and military "strategic competition".

CNAS researchers provide recommendations for the US in securing semiconductors:

#CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #TWN CNAS

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Gil Herrera, NSA's Director of Research, explains how advances in quantum
computing research will be critical to the NSA's future cybersecurity operations. The NSA
is one of the world’s largest spy agencies, and Herrera’s directorate is the US intelligence
community’s biggest in-house research and development arm. Herrera points out that the
directorate should focus on larger adversaries, such as China and Russia, in order to develop
tools for analyzing and monitoring information systems that emerge as a result of great power
competition. The directorate has devoted significant resources toward mastering quantum
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computing, the technology that has the potential to break the encryption used to protect
sensitive data. Transmon qubits, which were invented under the directorate's funding, are used
by Google and IBM in their computers to create this quantum behavior. One of NSA’s primary
goals would be to decode important data that is currently protected by strong encryption. This is
where the directorate’s quantum computing research will play a crucial role in strengthening
“cryptanalytic programs”, which will be important to critical infrastructures and national security.
#QNT #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #RUS MIT Technology Review

→ Quantum Brilliance announced a joint research project to develop new techniques for
the fabrication and control of diamond-based quantum microprocessors. The
German-Australian manufacturer is collaborating with the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid
State Physics IAF and the University of Ulm in a $22.5M project to solve two key challenges
surrounding diamond-based quantum computers by 2025. The first challenge is the
development of atomically precise techniques for the fabrication of quantum microprocessors.
The second challenge is to find new methods for selective initialization, read-out, and
manipulation of qubits in quantum computers with multiple processor nodes. Fraunhofer IAF will
work on growth processes for diamond substrates of the utmost purity and quality. In parallel,
the Institute of Quantum Optics at the University of Ulm is developing scalable readout and
control techniques for diamond-based qubits, allowing them to be precisely controlled.
European head of Quantum Brilliance, Mark Mattingley-Scott states that the research project
will play an important role in securing Germany as a key business center for quantum
computing as well as give Quantum Brilliance a strong, sustainable position in the industry’s
emerging global market. #QNT #CHP #DEU #AUS The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ Thanks in part to US sanctions, Apple has taken market share away from Huawei in
China, leading to record smartphone sales in the country. The release of the iPhone 13
lineup with 5G cellular connectivity in China contributed to strong sales in the final three months
of 2021. Apple obtained the top position in China, with 23% of the market compared with 16% in
the previous year. Meanwhile, Huawei, once Apple’s biggest rival in China for the premium
smartphone market, fell to 7% of the market from 23%. US sanctions have limited Huawei's
ability to purchase chips and use American software, such as Alphabet Inc.'s Android operating
system, reducing its phone supply. Apple sales in its home market of the Americas rose 11% to
$51.5B, remaining its largest region by sales. Global year-over-year iPhone sales in the
December quarter rose 9% to $71.6B. Analysts project iPhone revenue will rise less than 1%
this fiscal year compared with the preceding year, when sales rose 39% and helped fuel Apple’s
strongest year yet. #Geopolitics #CHP #5G #USA #CHN WSJ

→ The World Trade Organization authorized China to impose retaliatory tariffs totaling
$645M on US imports. The ruling was made by a WTO arbitration panel in a case dating back
to 2012. China had complained about tariffs imposed by the US between 2008-2012 on solar
panels and other products that the US claimed were produced with unfair subsidies to
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state-owned enterprises. This is the latest of several cases the two nations have fought at the
WTO over the role played by China’s state-owned enterprises in promoting exports of
manufactured goods using subsidies. The US and other free-market nations have complained
that Beijing unfairly favors Chinese manufacturers. The US has opposed the nomination of
judges to the Appellate Body in recent years, claiming that the WTO granted China preferential
treatment in disputes over such matters. #Geopolitics #USA #EUR #CHN WSJ

→ Taiwan's Vice President William Lai reiterated the claim that China prevented the
island from getting Covid-19 vaccines last year during his final day in the US. Last May,
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen accused China of blocking a deal with BioNTech SE for Covid-19
vaccines, after Beijing offered the shots to the island via a Chinese company just as Taiwan was
dealing with a rise in domestic infections. Beijing has adamantly denied attempting to prevent
Taiwan from receiving vaccines. Taiwan refused Chinese-developed vaccines due to safety
concerns. Shortly after Tsai’s comments, Senator Tammy Duckworth, visiting Taipei with two
other US lawmakers, said the US would donate 750,000 vaccine doses to Taiwan. Lai said he
was "especially grateful to her last year when Taiwan was unable to obtain vaccines due to the
China factor". During his visit, Lai spoke with former members of the Trump administration,
including former national security adviser H.R. McMaster and Matt Pottinger discussing Taiwan’s
preparations to maintain security and stability in the Taiwan Strait. #Geopolitics #BIO #USA
#TWN #CHN Reuters

CYBERSECURITY
→ On January 27, the Biden-Harris Administration announced it will extend the Industrial
Control Systems (ICS) Cybersecurity Initiative to the water sector. The Water Sector Action
plan outlines surge actions that will take place over the next 100 days to improve the
cybersecurity of the sector. The action plan was developed in close partnership with the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA), and the Water Sector Coordinating Council (WSCC). Based on the incidents at Colonial
Pipeline, JBS Foods, and other high-profile critical infrastructure providers, this plan aims to
manage risk for critical infrastructure providers. The Water Sector Action Plan is a joint effort
between the federal government and the critical infrastructure community to facilitate the
deployment of technologies that provide cyber-related threat visibility, indicators, detections, and
warnings:

● The plan will assist owners and operators with deploying technology that will monitor
their systems to provide near real-time situational awareness and warnings.

● The EPA and CISA will collaborate to provide a pilot program for ICS monitoring and
information sharing.

● The EPA and CISA will work with appropriate private sector partners to develop
protocols for sharing information.
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● The plan will lay the foundation for supporting enhanced ICS cybersecurity across water
systems of all sizes.

#Cybersecurity #USA The White House

→ The United Kingdom has warned big businesses to strengthen their cyber defenses
amid cyber incidents linked to the conflict in Ukraine. The National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) has issued new guidance, warning of specific vulnerabilities known to be exploited by
Russian hackers to critical national infrastructure sectors, such as energy supply, water supply,
transportation, health and telecommunications. According to analysts, even if the military conflict
remains confined within Ukraine's borders, there are fears cyber incidents could spread. US
authorities issued a warning of "alarming" similarities to 2017, telling all organizations in the US -
regardless of sector or size - to take "urgent" steps to reduce the likelihood of a damaging
incident. GCHQ and NSA have both been closely monitoring Russian cyber plans and working
to share information faster, including with Ukraine. Analysts say that the most worrying
possibility is that Russia goes after Western infrastructure in an echo of the 2015 Ukrainian
power grid hack. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #GBR #USA #UKR #RUS BBC

→ German fuel supplier Oiltanking's IT systems have been affected by a ransomware
incident and it is now operating at "limited capacity". Oiltanking stores and transports oil,
vehicle fuels, and other petroleum products for companies like Shell. Oil trader Mabanaft, who
distributes diesel, gasoline and heating oil, declared force majeure on supplies within the
country. The German logistics firm Marquard & Bahls’ two subsidiaries, Oiltanking and
Mabanaft, discovered their IT systems and supply chain were disrupted by the ransomware.
According to a report obtained by Handelsblatt from Germany's intelligence agency, the
BlackCat ransomware appears to be the source of the disruptions. This is evident from an
internal management report of the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) to companies.
The incident highlights the growing risks posed to critical infrastructure, specifically in the energy
sector. Last year, the Colonial Pipeline paid a $5M ransom after a hack forced it to shut the
largest fuel pipeline in the US, resulting in shortages and price spikes. #Cybersecurity #SCRM
#DEU Bloomberg Reuters Risky Biz

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ A technology supply chain crunch has caused a delay in the deployment of cell towers
across Europe. Vodafone Group’s cell tower subsidiary Vantage Towers AG stated that the lack
of critical parts due to disruptions in technology supply chains are impeding its efforts to build
new towers. Vantage divides its operations into three categories: increasing the number of
companies that use existing towers, upgrading those sites with newer technology such as 5G
and connecting them to larger networks, and building entirely new wireless infrastructure, known
as Built-To-Suit or BTS. Vantage, with a market value of $16.6B, expects supply chain issues “to
persist beyond the fourth quarter of 2022 into 2023, and will require continued management”.
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However, Vantage stated that it is still on track to deliver over 7,000 build-to-suit sites by 2026.
#SCRM #5G #EUR Bloomberg

→ Supply chain issues and tariffs drive the search for manufacturing factories closer to
the US. US importers are finding it difficult to meet demand as inventories remain low and
supply lines are stretched to transport unprecedented volumes of cargo, particularly from Asia.
According to Flexport’s Ocean Timeliness Indicator, it’s now taking 110 days for freight to move
from Asia to North America, still near the all-time high. That compares with an average of five to
10 days of shipping time from Mexico. Another advantage for US companies importing from
manufacturers south of the border is that purchasers can avoid tariffs of up to 25% on many
Chinese products, which are the outcome of the former administration's trade feud with Beijing.
US Trade Representative Katherine Tai and Deputy US Trade Representative Sarah Bianchi
said talks with Chinese counterparts on trade issues have been "difficult". Moreover, President
Joe Biden said he’s not ready to lift tariffs his predecessor imposed on Chinese imports, despite
calls from US businesses to relieve the duties in place on billions of dollars of inbound
shipments.

#SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #MEX Bloomberg
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